Identifying Pride

_______Desiring to be recognized and appreciated
_______Feeling hurt when others are promoted and I am overlooked
_______Focusing on myself rather than others
_______Being quick to blame others for their failures
_______Becoming defensive when criticized
_______Being concerned with what others will think about me
_______Difficulty admitting when I have failed another person
_______Viewing others lower than myself
_______Desiring for others to meet my needs.
_______Desiring self advancement.
_______Desiring to be successful apart from God's blessings or direction
_______Refusing to give up personal rights
_______Desiring to control others
_______Talking most often about myself when conversing with others
_______Drawing attention to my abilities and achievements
_______Feeling sorry for myself because I'm not appreciated
_______Focusing on my knowledge and experience
_______, Feeling self-sufficient, with no need for God or others

"Lord, I acknowledge and renounce my pride as evidenced through my
_______.__. I ask your forgiveness and choose
to humble myself and respond with a proper attitude."